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Lesson  Thirteen 

Lecture: Sorting - Ordering III.

13  Merging - Sorting of files.

13.1  Straight merging (three tapes method)
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3.2  Natural merging (three tapes method)
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13.3  Natural merging (four tapes method)
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13.4  Multiway balanced merging.
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13.5 Examples of basic principles of merging:

13.5.1 Procedures for merging of two sequential structures in the Pascal language

13.5.1.1. Merging procedure for two files with the use of access variable

procedure MergeFiles1(var F1,F2,F3:TFile);
(* Procedure uses access variable to file, according to ASCII Pascal 
   rules. Ordered files F1 and F2 are merged to file F3. Not possible in 
   TURBO and BORLADN Pascal !!! 
*)

var Temp:TypElemOfFile; (* Base type of files *)
begin
  reset(F1); reset(F2); rewrite(F3);

  while not eof(F1) and not eof(F2) do
    begin
      if F1^ < F2^   (* F1^ and F2^ are access variables to files F1 
                        resp F2 *)
      then begin
             read(F1,Temp);
             write(F3,Temp)
           end
       else begin
              read(F2,Temp);
              write(F3,Temp)
            end;  (* The cycle finishes by exhausting of one of the two 
                     files *)
   (* end of while *)

  while not eof(F1) do  (* Adding of the rest of not-empty file to the 
                           result file *)
  begin
    read(F1,Temp);
    write(F3,Temp)
  end;

  while not eof(F2) do  (* Adding of the rest of not-empty file to the 
                           result file *)
  begin
    read(F2,Temp);
    write(F3,Temp)
  end
end.

13.5.1.2.Procedure for merging of two files without use of access variable


procedure MergeFiles2(var F1,F2,F3:TFile);
(* Procedure uses only predicate  eof and statements read and write *)

var A,B: TElemOfFile  (* Temp variable of the base type *)
begin
  reset(F1); reset(F2); rewrite(F3);
  if not eof(F1) and not eof(F2) 
  then                      (* both files are not empty *)
    begin
      read(F1,A); read(F2,B);
      repeat
        if A<B
        then begin write(F3,A);
                   if not eof(F1) then read(F1,A)
             end
        else begin write(F3,B);
                   if not eof(F2) then read(F2,B)
             end;
      until eof(F1) or eof(F2); 
        (* One file is empty, one element of the econd file is not 
            writed *)

      if eof(F1)
      then write(F3,B)   (* Not writed was B *)
      else write(F3,A);  (* Not writed was A *)  
    end;   (* One and/or both files are empty, all read is written *) 


   while not eof(F1) do  (* writing of not empty file F1 *)
   begin
     read(F1,A);
     write(F3,A)
   end;

   while not eof(F2) do (* writing of not empty file F2 *)
   begin
     read(F2,B);
     write(F3,B)
   end;

       end
end (* procedure *)


13.5.1.3 Procerure for merging of two lists

procedure MergeLists(L1,L2:TList;var L3:TList);
var TempPoint  (* Temporary pointer moving along the list *)
               :TList;
begin
   new(L3);     (* creating the headings *)
   TempPoint:=L3;
   while (L1<>nil) and (L2<>nil) do begin    (* cycle of merging *)
   if L1^.Data < L2^.Data
   then begin
          TempPoint^.RPtr:=L1;
          TempPoint:=L1;
          L1:=L1^.RPtr
         end
   else begin
          TempPoint^.RPtr:=L2;
          TempPoint:=L2;
          L2:=L2^.RPtr
         end
   end; (* while *) 
(* Joining of the not-empty list *)

  if L1=nil 
  then TempPoint^.RPtr:=L2
  else TempPoint^.RPtr:=L1
  (* Destroying the heading *)
  TempPoint:=L3;
  L3:=L3^.RPtr;
  dispose(TempPoint)
end;


13.5.1.4 Procedure for merging of two lists used for List-Merge-sort

type
  TArr=array[1..Size] of integer;
  TArrPtr=array[1..Size] of intger;

procedure MergeLists(A:TArr;var AP TArrPtr; si1,si2:integer; var 
                     di:integer);

(* A ... Sorted array; AP ... Array of pointers for linked lists;
   indexes of si1,si2... sources lists 1 and 2; index of destination 
   list; indexes serve as pointers *) 

var

begin
  if A[AP1[si1]] <= A[AP2[si2]]  (* establishing of the begin of 
                                    resulting list *)
  then begin 
    di:=si1;
    si1:=AP[si1]
  end else begin
    di:=si2;
    si2:=AP[si2];
  TmpInd:=di;  (* Temporary index is set to the first element of 
                  resulting list *) 
  while (si1<>0) and (si2<>0) do begin
    if A[AP1[si1]] <= A[AP2[si2]]   
    then begin      (* First item of the si1 list is less and added to 
                       resulting list *)
      AP[TmpInd]:=si1;
      si1:=AP[si1];
    end else begin    (* First item of the si2 list is less and added to 
                       resulting list *)
      AP[TmpInd:=si2;
      si2:=AP[si2]
    end; (* if *)
    TmpInd:=AP[TmpInd];   (* shifting the pointer along resulting list 
                             by one item *)
  end; (* while *)

 (* Joining of remaining non-empty list *)
  if si1=0
  then AP[TmpInd]:=si2
  else AP[TmpInd]:=si1;
end;




13.5.2  Multi-merging


Comment: Algorithms are not debugged. They expose the main principles. In the text, the  procedures SiftDown and MakeHeap, which are explained at the Heap-sort section are not introduced 


13.5.2.1 Algorithms for multi-merging of files with the use of heap.

The problem:
In the array, there are N files containing one non-decreasing sequence of integer values. Merge them to one output non-decreasing sequence.


Principle:

N input files are contained in the array of N items.

Create the temporary array TmpArr. Every line of the array contains two components: Index (Number of the file - NoOfFile), which points to the array of input files and the key (InKey), into which the first element of the non-decreasing sequence - the pilot element - of the file is read. 
The index - NoOfFile is necessary as the type file is illegal to assign, and consequently it is not possible to move it or change (swap) it. It is possible to move and swap the index-pointers.

The TepmArr is initialized by the ordinal numbers of files from 1 to N, and the first value from the corresponding file is in the key-item..

Procedure MakeHeap creates the heap from the array according the value of keys.

The variable MaxSeqAct traces the number of active sequences; it is initialized to N (number of files).

In the cycle, which is executed while the number of active sequences is non-zero, the simple action is done:

The key from the first line is written to the output file. While the corresponding file is not empty, a new element from the corresponding file is read to the key. Correspondency is given by the NoOfFile at the first line. If the corresponding file is empty, the first line is rewritten by the line MaxSeqAct, and MaxSeqAct is decreased by one. If the decreased value is equal to zero, the cycle ends and in the output file is one non-decreasing sequence merged from N non-decreasing sequences.



type
  TFile=file of TKey; (* type of merged file; 
                         premise: every file consists from 
                         one non-decreasing sequence only!  *) 

  TFileArr=array[1..N] of TFile; (* array of files which are to be merged*)



procedure HeapMerge(var FileArr:TFileArr; var DestFile:TFile);
(* Procedure merges N non-decreasing sequences from N files into 
   one output file *)

type
  TItem=record
           NoOfFile:integer; (* ord. number of the file *)
           InKey:TKey;     (* Input element for read key *)
         end;
  TTempArr=array[1..N] of TItem;
  
var
      TmpArr:TTempArr;  (* Temporary array of number of files and keys *)
      MaxSeqAct:integer; (* The number of active sequences *)
      MaxFilAct:integer; (* The number of active files *)
      i,j: integer;  (* counters *)


begin

  MaxSeqAct:=N;
  MaxFilAct:=N;

  for i:=1 to N do begin    (* inicialization of temp. array *)
   with TmpArr[i] do begin  
     Read(FileArr[i],InKey); (* reading of the first element of sequence
                                from i-th file *) 
     NoOfFile:=i    (* setting of the No of the file *)
  end;

  MakeHeap(MaxFilAct);

  while MaxSeqAct<>0 do begin
    Write(DestFile; TmpArr[1].Inkey);  (* write the top of heap to 
                                         output file *) 
    if not eof(TmpArr[1].NoOfFile
    then Read(FileArr[TmpArr[1].NoOfFile]);   (* Read the new element 
                                      from the file to te top of heap *)
    else begin
      TmpArr[1]:=TmpArr[MaxSeqAct];  (* the last sequence to the top of 
                                        heap *)
      MaxSeqAct:=MaxSeqAct-1;      (* decreasing the No of sequences *)
    end;
    Sift(MaxSeqAct);  (* re-establishing the Heap *)
  end; (* while *)
end; (* procedure *)


13.5.2.2   Repeated multi-merging

The task: There are N files containing many non-decreasing sequences. Merge N first non-decreasing sequences form N files into one output sequence and write it to the output file.

Principle:

Principle of solution is continuing of the previous example.

The end of non-decreasing sequence is given by two neighbouring items, where the predecessor is greater than successor. As the file contains more non-decreasing sequences, another indicator is end of file mark (eof).

Example:                

in the file: |   ...5   8   6   4   3|
          
item 6 is the last item of NDS because the following item (4) is less than (6). Item 3 is the last item of the following NDS as it is the latest item of the file.  

Comments on the  following program:

	N output files are contained in the input array of files. Resulting non-decreasing sequences are placed to the output files in cyclic manner.


	For the end-test of non-decreasing sequence the auxiliary variable is used (EndSeq). It keeps the last value written to output file. If this value is greater than the first pilot value, it indicates the end of non-decreasing sequence and pilot value serves as the first value for the next merging. It should be swapped with the last active sequence, and the total number of active sequences is decreased by one.


	If the file is empty, it indicates the end of non-decreasing sequence too, but simultaneously the number of active files (MaxFileAct) is decreased by one. In this case the last active item of the array is swapped with the first line of array (top of heap). The MaxSeqAct and MaxFileAct are decreased by one. 


	The inner cycle merges one N-tuple of non-decreasing sequences. The cycle ends if MaxSeqAct=0. Before the inner cycle the heap is established and the value MaxSeqAvct is set to MaxFileAct. After finishing the cycle, there is the actualization of the cycle index pointing to output array.


	Outer cycle ends if the MaxFileAct=0.




procedure HeapMerge(var SourceFileArr,DestFileArr:TFileArr);
(* Procedure merges non-decreasing sequences from N files, and from every N-tuple of non-decreasing sequences writes one resulting non-decreasing sequence to one output file in cyclic manner *)

type
  TItem=record
           NoOfFile:integer; (* Ordinal number of the file *)
           InKey:TKey;     (* Input variable for the read key *)
         end;
  TTempArr=array[1..N] of TItem;
  
var
      TmpArr:TTempArr;  (* Aux. array of No. of files and keys *)
      MaxSeqAct:integer; (* No. of active non-dec. sequences *)
      MaxFilAct:integer; (* No. of active files *)
      i,j: integer;  (* counters *)
      EndSeq:integer; (* Aux. variable for the test of non-decreasing 
                           sequence *)

begin


  for i:=1 to N do begin    (* inicialization of TmpArr *)
   with TmpArr[i] do begin  
     Read(SourceFileArr[i],InKey; (* reading of the first element of non-
                                   dec. seq.  from the i-th file *)
     NoOfFile:=i    (* setting the No. of file *)
  end;

  MaxFilAct:=N;  (* Inicialization of No. of active files *)

  j:=1; (* Inicialization of the index to output array *)

  while MaxFilAct <> 0 do begin  (* outer cycle, given by the largest 
                     number of non-decreasing sequences in some file *)

    MaxSeqAct:=MaxFileAct;  (* inicialization  of MaxSeqAct *)

    MakeHeap(MaxFilAct); (* creating the heap from lines of all active 
                            lines of all active files *)
  
    while MaxSeqAct<>0 do begin (* inner cycle for creating one output 
non-decreasing sequence from MaxFileAct of non-decreasing sequences *) 

      Write(DestFileArr[j]; TmpArr[1].Inkey);  (* writing the top of 
                                                  heap to output file *)
                                         
      EndSeq:=TmpArr[1].Inkey;  (* setting the test variable *)

      if not eof(SourceFileArr[TmpArr[1].NoOfFile] 
      then begin Read(SourceFileArr[TmpArr[1].NoOfFile],TmpArr[1].InKey);
            (* reading the new pilot to the top of heap *)
        if EndSeq > TmpArr[1].InKey
        then begin (* this is the end ofnon-decreasing sequence, as 
                    pilot is less then its predecessor *)
 
          TmpArr[1]:=:TmpArr[MaxSeqAct];  (* exchange the pointers of 
                                           top sequence and the pointer 
                                           of the last active sequence *)
          MaxSeqAct:=MaxSeqAct-1;        (* decreasing the No. of active 
                                            sequences *)
          Sift(MaxSeqAct);  (* re-establishing the heap *)
        end
      else begin (* the end of file and the end of non-dec. sequence too *)
  
        TmpArr[1]:=TmpArr[MaxFilAct];
        TmpArr[1]:=:TmpArr[MaxSecAct];
        (* the statements rewrite the first line by  MaxFilAct line, 
         and exchange first line with  MaxFilAct line  *)


        MaxSeqAct:=MaxSeqAct-1;  (* Decreasing No. of active sequences *)
        MaxFilAct:=MaxFilAct-1;  (* Decreasing No. of active files *)
      end;
    end (*  End of inner cycle while *)
    j:=j+1;  (* cyclic actualization of the index to output array *)
    if j<>N then j:=1;
  end; (* End of outer cycle while *) 

end; (* end of procedure *)
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